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Abstract
This dissertation was written as a part of the MSc in Data Science at the International
Hellenic University. This research is focused on exploring and exploiting chaos theory
in blockchain technology. Blockchain is a decentralized peer­to­peer network that stores
information and value without the need for intermediate authorities. Chaos theory can
describe the unpredictable behavior of deterministic systems. The exploitation of chaos
engineering was brought by applying a chaos­based hash function (CHA­1) in a proof­
of­work algorithm. Increased complexity in the mining process was introduced; thus, the
need for increased computing power for mining was necessary. Exploration of hyper­
chaotic behavior was being made in a selection of cryptocurrency prices. Findings suggest
the existence of low dimensional chaotic behavior in Bitcoin, Ether, Litecoin, and Ripple.
While Dash, IOTA, and Monero do not provide embedded chaos.
I have to thank Dr. Stavrinides for his mentoring and contribution. The knowledge
and feedback on the chaos theory donated to further understating the mechanisms and de­
veloping a solid research foundation on which I could build on. I highly appreciate the
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1 Introduction
The traditional ways of interaction financially between each other require the involvement
of a central authority, like Banks and governments, to reach consensus on our economic
activity. Such mechanisms do not give alternative solutions and require trust in the cred­
ibility of the authorities. The first alternative in human history has been made by Satoshi
Nakamoto (2009) [83]. This anonymous author or group of authors created an electronic
cash system based on a Peer­to­Peer network, famously called Bitcoin. This technology
is called blockchain or, in other terms, distributed ledger technologies (DLTs). Edward
Lorenz has first discovered chaos theory, a meteorologist at MIT while performing an
early weather simulation in the 1960s [80]. The author then rounded the input numbers to
the nearest thousandth, with the expectation that the results will be only slightly different to
the initial ones, but surprisingly the outcomes were thoroughly different. Creation of chaos
theory was driven by these unexpected results. The main principle of chaotic systems is
drastically changing the outcomes even the slightest adjustments in that system’s compo­
nent parts. Chaos makes accurate predictions impossible on such a system’s behavior at
a distant point in time. Disparage initial changes we will always play a significant role
for inaccurate predictions as the system evolves. As it have been discussed the initial con­
dition sensitivity is the primary definition factor for a chaotic system, another additional
defining factor is the strange attractor. After repeatedly running the weather simulations
while alternating the initial inputs, Lorenz found a wide discrepancy in the results, when
the patterns were visualized, the paths did not overlap at any point. Nonetheless, the paths
suggest to orbit the empty areas of space. This observed pattern of the strange attractor is
what differentiates a chaotic system from a stochastic behavior. This strange attractor can
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be seen in Figure 10 in Section 5.1.2.
This master thesis subjects both blockchain technology and chaos theory. The goal
of this research is to find chaos applications that can be suited for distributed ledger tech­
nologies. The approach of this paper divides into three main parts. The first part aims to
further understand blockchain technology, mining, and the current applications that exist.
The second part plans on studying chaos­based cryptographic hashing and empirically ap­
ply it to a blockchain application. The last part aims to investigate chaotic behaviors in the
most common application of the distributed ledgers, the cryptocurrencies. More in detail,
Section 2 blockchain technology will be discussed, Section 3 relevant literature, Section
4 the application of chaos­based hash function in the blockchain, and Section 5 chaotic
patterns in crypto asset prices will be studied.
5
2 Blockchain
Many refer to blockchain as a the solo platform or technology which powers solitary the
famous Bitcoin. However, while Bitcoin was indeed its first big application, blockchain
technology has the potential to be much more, even if the sound of the word there is such
thing as a single blockchain. Blockchain is just a single part of a the wider collection of
distributed ledger technologies (DLTs). Such platforms can register records and tracking
of anything that can store value, such monetary transactions to ownership titles or even
vote records. Some can argue that processes for tracking data are already in place, so
what are the unique features of blockchain that make it special. Let us see a few of the
aspects on why this promising technology leads to revolutionizes the way we economically
interact as a society. Firstly, is the way that the data is stored and tracked in this networks;
the stored information are been delivered in batches which called blocks; the blocks are
chronologically linked to each other so they can form a unbroken line, in other words a
”chain” of blocks [74]. If there is a single bit of change made to the information that is
stored in a specific block, it is not rewritten, but instead, the the new updated information
(or bit) will be recorded in a new block which shows the particular change in the particulate
time and date [94].
Having a general financial ledger like the blockchain is not a new method. However,
the way the data are stored and tracked is constantly changing over time. Let us present an
example: two entities, A and B, have a disagreement on a piece of land that their family­
owned for years. Having a central ledger like blockchain, meaning there is an initial data
entry in the ledger that shows that C was the first owner of the particular property in 1990.
When this property was being sold from C to D in 1996, this information became a new
entry in the public ledger. All individual changes of ownership of this specific piece of
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land are represented by distinct entries in the publicly available ledger up to the point
when A was given the property in 2007, making A the rightful and current owner. All
the history of the property is shown in the public ledger. The traditional ledger methods
first used a book and then central databases to store files and information in a single node.
Distributed ledger technologies have stored information in a decentralized manner and
distribute the storage across an extensive network of computers [85]. The way of storing
data in the blockchain in a decentralized way, making it almost impossible for malicious
users to temper or manipulate the entries, this creates an immense trust in the network,
and the data [46]. In order for the network to add a new block in the chain, a selection
of steps must be taken. Firstly, a complex cryptographic puzzle must be solved with the
corresponding proof of the solution. This process creates a new block, and the solution is
been shared in the entire network from the node that solved the puzzle. This mechanism
is called consensus protocol[118]. Then the answer to the cryptographic puzzle must be
verified by the network; if its correctness is verified, then the block can be added to the
chain. The difficulty of the cryptographic math puzzle and the need for verification from
many nodes in the network make blockchain solvent because the network builds the trust
for every new block for us.
The ability to interact directly and in real­time with the data gives us the third reason
why the DLTs are revolutionary technology. The intermediaries needed for economically
interacting with one another are not existent in the blockchain; there is no need for display­
ing legal documents or financial records between the parties [56]. The current economic
system relies on existing intermediaries such as banks or lawyers for reviewing the doc­
uments and trust their confidentiality. For this method to work, negotiators have to build
trust between each other, so they can be able to, for example, verify ownership or any
other value transaction. This methodology adds more time and money spent in the addi­
tional middlemen layer, despite limiting the risk exposure [47]. If A had the ownership
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information stored in a blockchain network in the example discussed earlier, A would not
need mediators. That includes, for example, the lawyer that needs to confirm from the le­
gal documents the rightful ownership to part B. As mentioned above, all individual blocks
that were appended to the network have already been verified from the consensus protocol
for their integrity and originality; so instead, in order to solve the conflict between parties
A and B, we show the appended ownership information that is stored in the distributed
ledger. That method saves a considerable amount of time and expenses by excluding the
mediators. This peer­to­peer network build trust for interacting with data and dramatically
change the verification, accessibility, and transaction of the data. It is worth noting that
DLTs are also not just based in a single node, but instead in a big network of nodes, which
can be implemented in various ways [41]. As it would be analyzed in the following parts,
some networks can be entirely publicly open and available to access and view. In contrast,
other networks can be more sealed for a small selection of authenticated nodes. These
nodes can be, for example, government agencies, companies, or even banks [33]. Addi­
tionally, there is a hybrid form of both private and public distributed ledgers. In a private
hybrid blockchain, the selected nodes have full access to the data, while for the general
public, only a chosen fraction is available. Other ledgers have publicly available data, but
only a selection of users can interfere with them. The hybrid system can be well suited for
the state. While keeping the personal information of A, private, the government can allow
the general public to view the property information while keeping the exclusive right for
appending the ledger. It is all the discussed factors that will enable direct financial inter­
action in a society. Just like the rise of the internet, complicated policy questions for the
subjects of governance, security, economics, and international law need to be answered for
the blockchain [48, 60].
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2.1 Consensus Algorithms
As mentioned above, Distributed ledger technologies have no central authority on which
the transactions that take place can be verified or validated. Yet, the transactions in the
network are considered to be completely secured and verified. The method on which the
Blockchain follows so this can be possible is called consensus protocol, which is a crucial
part of any Blockchain network [91]. A consensus algorithm is a procedure through which
all the members of the Distributed ledger network reach a joint agreement about the present
ledger’s state. In this way, consensus algorithms create reliability and trust between un­
known peers in a distributed computing environment [118]. More in detail, the consensus
protocol validates that every newly generated block that is added to the Blockchain is the
one unique version on which every node in the network agrees upon [124].
More in detail, the goal of the consensus algorithm is to solve the Byzantine Fault
Tolerance (BFT) [31]. Byzantine Fault Tolerance is a property of systems that are ca­
pable of withstanding the types of failures derived from the Byzantine General Problem
[19]. In other words, a Byzantine fault­tolerant system is capable of continuing to operate
even when some nodes fail to communicate or act maliciously. There are multiple ways to
build a Byzantine fault­tolerant blockchain, related to the different types of consensus algo­
rithms. We can define a consensus algorithm as themechanism throughwhich a blockchain
network reaches consensus. The algorithm used by Bitcoin is called Proof of Work, and it
is one of the most common implementations. While the Bitcoin protocol defines the rules,
the consensus algorithm determines how those rules will be followed, for example, during
the validation of transactions [63]. The Proof of Work concept is older than cryptocur­
rencies [28], but Satoshi Nakamoto developed a modified version that allowed Bitcoin to
be created as a Byzantine fault­tolerant system. Even though Proof of Work is not 100%
fault­tolerant, it has proven to be one of the most secure implementations for blockchain
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networks; and is considered by many to be one of the best solutions to Byzantine fouls.
Securing these systems requires ongoing effort, and existing consensus algorithms have
yet to overcome some limitations.
It is essential to study these protocols further in order to exploit chaos mechanics in
such algorithms. In this section, we are going to describe in detail some of the most used
consensus algorithms, their mechanism, and their applications.
2.1.1 Proof of Work (PoW)
This consensus algorithm is used for selecting a node, called miner, that will validate the
newly generated block in the network. In this method, all the available miners compete
with each other in a complex mathematical puzzle, which is difficult to solve but easy to
validate. This methodology was firstly introduced by Dwork, Naor (1992) [28] that created
a method in order to prevent email users from spamming. This was achieved but forcing
the sender to solve the complex mathematical puzzle in order to send the email; thus, the
sender could solve this puzzle in order to send one email, but it was inconceivable for the
sender to transmit hundreds or thousands of emails due to the high computational and time
cost. The biggest implementation due date was conceived by Nakamoto (2009) [83] for
Bitcoin throw an algorithm called ”HashCash.”
Bitcoin, as most of the Blockchain networks, validate and store the transactions in
blocks rather than individually. The network announces the transactions, then the users are
creating a block which will include all these transactions, and it’s called a candidate block
[16]. The block transactions will only be validated once their candidate block becomes a
confirmed block, meaning that it has been added to the validated chain of blocks. Validating
a block is expensive, and it requires that a miner (the node that is creating the block) uses
their own resources (processing power) to earn the privilege of mining and the price that
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comes with it in the form of tokens (coins) of the corresponding digital currency [26]. The
computing power that the miner offers is used to hash (SHA­256 in Bitcoin) the candidate
block’s data while a solution to the cryptographic math puzzle is being found. The ”hash”
is a cryptographic method called ”hash function,” which takes an arbitrary number of bits
as input and produces a fixed bit output. However, even if it is easy to produce the hash, it
is almost impossible to find the initial set of bits having only the hash [102]. Hashing will
be further studied in the following sections.
More in detail, the proof­of­work algorithm works as follows. First, the mining com­
puters collect enough transactions to fill a block and bundle them into a Merkle tree [45].
All the transactions lie at the bottom of the tree as leaves and are hashed using a hash
function (SHA­256 in Bitcoin). Then, the two leaves are hashed again to form the par­
ent of the leaves. This process continues until a single root is created. This root is one
of the inputs of the block header and it is a hash value in hexadecimal like the following :
’4a5e1e4baab89f3a32518a88c31bc8 7f618f76673e2cc77ab2127b7afdeda33b’ (in this case
256 bits using SHA­256). studied in the following sections.
The block header is a summary of all the contents of each individual block. In the
case of bitcoin, the block header contains six different components [10]; The version of
the software the Bitcoin client is currently running, the timestamp of the block, the Merkle
root that we have described above, the hash of the previous block, a nonce and the target.
The cryptographic hash of the previous block is what makes the blockchain, with each
block chained to a previous block. The nonce and the target is what makes the mining
happen. The nonce is the number of trials that the miner had and is the answer to the
cryptographic puzzle [95]. The mining node at this point takes the block header with a
nonce of zero and hashes it. Then the miner examines if the hash generated is less or equal
to the target. If this condition is not satisfied, therefore rejected, then the mining computer
will add one to the nonce and repeat the process until the answer is found in the network.
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The target that is contained in Bitcoin’s block header is simply a numeric value in
hexadecimal bits, and it ranges from 0 to 2224 [38]. The target serves the role of setting
up the mining difficulty and maintains consistency of the time it takes to create a block
[116]. I proof­of­work, the mining capacity can increase or decrease according to the pro­
cessing power of the network. Bitcoin mining takes approximately 10 minutes to mine a
single block, while Etherium takes only a few seconds. This time window is maintained by
tweaking the target when the network’s computational capacity is evaluated; in Bitcoin’s
case, the target is changed every 14 days [116].
Proof­of­work algorithms are hard to be solved but easy to be evaluated [36]. As we
have described above, finding the correct nonce of which the puzzle is solved can be a
very costly method. But after knowing the correct nonce then is easy to test whether it is
correct or not by merely hashing the block header with the suggested nonce and compare
the produces hash with the target. Finally, we have simulated a simple PoW algorithm
in Python in order to test and apply chaotic hash functions in the following parts. The
algorithm follows the steps, as shown in Figure 1.
Because of the PoW algorithm, mining tokens requires a large amount of computing
power like Bitcoin [87]. The PoW algorithm requires all nodes to operate to solve an
encryption problem. The first miner who reaches the correct solution will get the ”miner
reward” These rewards have resulted in a situation where nodes are building larger and
larger mines. According to Digiconomist’s report, the power consumption of Bitcoinmines
is as high as 54 TWh (REF) [17]. This electricity can provide electricity for 5 million
American residents. It is more equivalent to the power consumption of a country in New
Zealand or the entirety of Hungary. The existence of the PoW algorithm leads to the better
the performance of the computing power equipment, the more rewards you get, the higher
your computing power rate. The greater the probability of you getting the next block in
the bookkeeping, that is, the greater the probability of getting block rewards. In order to
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Figure 1: Proof­of­Work Algorithm
furtherly improve the success rate of mining, miners pool their computing power to form
a mining pool [104]. The miners’ computing power is evenly distributed, and the rewards
obtained are distributed according to the ratio of computing power. In general: PoW causes
miners to consume a lot of electricity on mining and encourages everyone to mine in the
mining pool, which in turn leads to the blockchain. To solve this problem, we need to find
new consensus algorithms, which must be more effective than the PoW algorithm, as we
will further analyze below.
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2.1.2 Proof of Stake (PoS)
In 2011, a Bitcoin forum user, ”QuantumMechanic (quantum power)” proposed a new
technology he called ”Proof of Stake” (Pos) [98]. The author believes that it would be
wasteful behavior to let everyone compete with each other for mining as an alternative.
The PoS mechanism uses an election mechanism. An individual node in the network is
randomly selected. This node will be responsible for verifying the next block. It seems
that there is an indirect difference in terminology. In the PoS algorithm, miners no longer
exist. Instead, there is a ”verifier” and this algorithm does not allow everyone to ”mine”,
but ”create” Blocks. Of course, the selection of ”validators” is not a completely random
process. In order to become a validator, a node must first mortgage a certain amount of
Token as ”Stake (property)”. You can think of this deposit just like a bank deposit. The
number determines the probability of you being selected as a ”validator” in the next elec­
tion. This probability increases linearly. Let’s assume that Bob pledged 100 US dollars
and Alice pledged 1000 US dollars. Then Alice is now selected as the next block. The
probability of the creator is ten times that of Bob. This seems to favor the ”rich people
(those with a large amount of money),” but in reality, this algorithm is fairer. If the PoW
algorithm is adopted, the rich can enjoy the scale effect [14].
The cost advantage comes because big miners have more competitive advantages in
mining machines and electricity prices. The more its been bought, the lower the unit price,
just like economies of scale. Nevertheless, after returning to the PoS algorithm, if a node
is selected as a ”verifier”, it must verify that all transactions in the next node are valid. If
all checks pass, the node will add a signature to the new block, and in return for adding
this block to the chain, this node will receive all transfer fees in the new block [68]. Fur­
thermore, now we focus on how do I trust the credibility of the ”verifier” in the election.
This is the time for the pledged Stake (property) to come out. If the verifier allows the
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illegal transaction to be included in the block, it will lose part of the deposit. As long as
the deposit is higher than the transaction fee obtained, we can safely trust them. Because
if they refuse to keep the book correctly, they will suffer losses. As long as the deposit is
greater than the sum of the handling fees, cheating is uneconomical because the loss will
be more. When a node is no longer a ”validator”, it paid before all the fees for deposits
and bookkeeping will be refunded after a certain period [100].
Figure 2: Proof of Work vs Proof of Stake source [69]
At this stage, it is worth mentioning that the Proof­of­Stake algorithm can be seen as
an extension of the Proof­of­Work counterpart. As it has been said in the last paragraph,
PoS is more focused on the selection process rather than the execution. In this method,
after a node is selected as a verifier, then it has to solve the puzzle just like PoW. So the
node that is selected keeps guessing hashes just like PoW algorithm without competing for
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other nodes [110].
Although it is not very straightforward, the blockchain network still has the ability to
punish you when it discovers that the ”validator” cheats. Therefore, the PoW and PoS
formulas The mechanism is very different. PoS does not allow everyone to participate
in the bookkeeping process, which consumes less energy. Simultaneously, it is more de­
centralized because, in the PoW mechanism, there is the concept of ”mining pools” we
explained above. Participants in the mining pools obtain income through mining pools,
but these mining pools control a large proportion of Bitcoin’s computing power [70]. They
make the mining process more centralized; it is even more dangerous. If the largest mining
pools merge further, they will have the majority (more than 50%) of the computing power
at this time; they can use fraudulent transactions [37]. Another advantage is that the cost of
setting up nodes is that PoS nodes are much cheaper than PoW nodes because you do not
need expensive mining machines. Therefore, PoS encourages more people to participate
in setting up nodes. Make the blockchain network more decentralized.
However, this does not mean that the PoS algorithm is perfect. It also has shortcom­
ings. If a node owns more than 51% of the tokens, then he can pass permission fraudulent
transactions are used to manipulate the network. This is called a ”51% attack”, and it was
discussed as an attack vulnerability when the PoS algorithm was first proposed [72]. In the
PoW algorithm, if a group of miners has more thanWith 51% computing power, this group
of miners can control the value of this blockchain­based on cryptocurrency. PoS makes
this 51% attack very difficult. If someone wants to attack Bitcoin through 51%, follow so
at the current currency price, it’s needed at least $79 billion. So, this kind of attack against
the PoS mechanism is less likely to occur than PoW, and this is not the only risk [75].
PoS must also carefully select the next ”validator” when implementing it. This process
is not entirely random because there is a factor in the amount of mortgage, but at the same
time, the mortgage cannot be the deciding factor alone because it favors the rich. The
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consequence of rich people getting more bookkeeping opportunities is that the rich will
become richer and richer, which further increases the possibility of them being selected as
”validators.” There have been several proposals for this issue, such as ”based on tokens”
”Age selection method” Another potential problem is that when the network chooses a
node as a ”verifier,” it refuses to be a ”verifier.” This situation is easier to solve. When we
select a ”verifier,” at the same time select many backup ”verifiers” [114].
In short, the PoS mechanism introduces more risks than the PoW mechanism. On the
road to understand and fight against this risk, we still need to do a lot of research. Now
we Knowing what PoS is, its advantages, and risks, let us take a look at the application in
real life. Some tokens are already using PoS. They are Peercoin, Lisk and Nxter [96, 76,
86]. There will be more in the future. For example, Ethereum is implementing its own PoS
system, which they call ”Casper” [20]. Casper is actively developed on the Ethereum test
network. At the same time, there is another project called Cardano [18], which is already
trying to build a PoS algorithm with provable security. They call it ”Ouroboros.”
2.1.3 Proof of Burn (PoB)
Proof of Burn is an alternative to proof of work and proof of stake. It can also be used
for bootstrapping one cryptocurrency off of another. All proof of Burn cryptocurrencies
works by burning ”proof­of­worked” mined cryptocurrencies [54]. So the ultimate source
of scarcity remains the proof­of­work mind fuel. A specific portion of coins in circulation
is sent to a wallet no one has access to. The more coins a node burns, the better the chances
of being chosen to mine the block, and the more times a node are chosen, the less power
the burned coins have. Also, the power or weight of the burnt coins decay with time, so
coins can not be just burned and left there because a node will have to periodically keep
burning coins in order to stay in with a chance of being chosen to mind a block. This
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virtually eliminates these coins from being spendable, although they will still be part of
all the existing coins ever to be generated. This method requires low energy consumption,
no need for investment in powerful hardware, and lesser artificial price swings because of
the mining hardware investment cycle or the influence of multi pools. No simple ”rich get
richer” mechanism; proof of burn rewards entrepreneurial risk and not wealth [54].
2.1.4 Proof of Authority & Proof of Participation
Proof of Authority is a federated system where people trust a central authority, like govern­
ment agencies, and give licenses to a couple of nodes that get to operate in the blockchain
and take turns signing blocks. The critical limitation of proof of Authority is that the trust
to the authorizing signatory; so whatever this government agency is who is giving out the
stamps for which nodes are allowed in the blockchain [24]. That entity itself could be
corrupt and could give stamps to agencies that do not deserve them, or it could make sure
that a majority of the stamps that it gives out to the majority of the likely malicious nodes,
which can corrupt the blockchain in its favor. In comparison with proof of Authority where
there is one central Authority that gives out the licenses or the stamps that each of these
nodes needs to belong to the network [24]. As in proof of participation, we also have a
kind of a federation; we have a specific set of nodes that are allowed to create blocks.
However, the way that nodes are admitted into the registry is entirely decentralized, and
it is completely permissionless [82]. So it is not a single entity that is making decisions.
Whether creating a node inside the registry or getting kicked out from the network is all
based on decentralized rules, and that runs on the entire network, so not a single person
gets to decide. Whereas in proof of Authority, because there is one central Authority that
gives the licenses for who gets to operate the nodes, there is always the possibility that the
value of the things being transacted on the blockchain is greater than the cost that it would
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take to corrupt the license issuing authority. Maybe it is a government agency that can be
bribed, and there could be some scheme the people can derive which would allow them to
defraud the network to go and offer millions of dollars to this agency that gives the licenses
to run the nodes. With proof of participation, this centralized bottleneck, this person who
can find and bribe them does not exist. So, the only way for somebody to take over the
power to rewrite the blockchain is for them to spend all of the time and resources necessary
to gradually infiltrate the PoP node, which is much more difficult [82].
2.2 Types Of Blockchain
In this section, we are going to explain the three different types of blockchains. There
are three different types, public or permissionless blockchain, consortiums, and private
or permission­based blockchains [8]. They are all similar and the fact that they are all
databases; however, they differ in who has accessibility to the blockchain and how cen­
tralized they are. The first type of blockchain is a public blockchain or a permissionless;
this is the most popular blockchain in cryptocurrencies, and it is called permissionless be­
cause permission is not needed to append data to the blockchain or availability transactions
on the network [43]. The following Figure 2 shows the 11,000 nodes that have the Bitcoin
blockchain downloaded and are broadcasting that blockchain to their network, and you
can see that pretty much anybody with a computer can broadcast, can, and validate data
on Bitcoin’s blockchain. Anybody can use a public blockchain, and anybody can validate
transactions on their blockchain, so they are known to be decentralized. They do not have to
rely on a central company or a small group of organizations to validate transactions, which
is why they are called trustless solutions. Because they do not have to trust a company to
validate transactions for them, the network is very secure and safe. However, transactions
on that network tend to be slower because every node on that network has to synchronize
19
Figure 3: Bitcoin active nodes map from [2]
together; whereas in a centralized network, that central force can synchronize the entire
network on its own, and it can do it much quicker than, let’s say the eleven thousand nodes
on the Bitcoin network [125].
The next type is a consortium. A consortium is a set number of nodes that have permis­
sion to append data on the blockchain, and those nodes can choose whether to keep that
information private or public [52]. So it is a mixture of public and private blockchains.
Because some people have access to edit data on that blockchain, with a good example
being Ripple (or XRP) [101] as shown in XRPs website in the following Figure 3, the list
of validators on the Ripple blockchain. We can observe that there is a specific set number
of validators, and because there are fewer validators Ripple is able to achieve more trans­
actions per second. However, there is some trust involved; because people that use Ripple
are going to have to trust that these validators are going to act accordingly and act honestly.
The third type of blockchain is a private or permission­based blockchain. In this type,
users will need permission in order to append or validate transactions on that blockchain
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Figure 4: Ripple (XRP) active nodes from [3]
[43]. An example would be with IBM’s Hyperledger fabric [9], and in this case, companies
can use IBM’s blockchain as a relatively secure database. However, they are going to have
to trust that IBM and the other companies that they are doing business with are honest
actors and are not going to tamper with that database; they have the trust that IBM is going
to keep all their transactions in that secure database and not tamper with them. Whereas
with a more public blockchain, you do not have that factor of trust, and you know that
your transactions are going to be secure. One advantage of the private blockchain is that
it’s more scalable, and you can conduct several more transactions per second because you
do not have to go through this distributed network of nodes [125]. However, it requires
trusts, so you have a trade­off between trusts and transactions per second. If you do not
have to worry about trust and you feel fine trusting certain organizations, then maybe that
is the way to go. However, if you are concerned about trust, you should seek more of a
public blockchain solution. In the current state of blockchain technology, there is a trade­
off between centralization and throughput. Generally speaking, the more centralized you
are, the more transactions per second your blockchain can process [125].
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Figure 5: Types of blockchain source [92]
2.3 Modern Blockchain Platforms
In this section, we are going to discuss briefly the most prominent blockchain platforms as
if for the time this thesis was written.
• IOTA is a very resent blockchain offering in the crypto market, but quite promising.
The ambition of this project is to revolutionize the way that users assess distributed
ledger technology. Interestingly IOTA does not use any chains or blocks and is in­
stead powered by its unique methodology. This technology was developed with a
machine to machine (M2M) communication and payment in mind and to be the cur­
rent standard in the Internet of Things (IoT) transactions. IOTA has no blocks and
no chain, and its data structure is based on a Directed Acyclic Graph [51].
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• Quorum is a trusted technology suite that puts blockchain to work for your business.
The proposed solution modifies the Ethereum structure’s core to result in a speedier
and more efficient for permissioning. It is a suggested choice for those looking to
manage large private transactions and comes with the bonus of full­service support
[99].
• The Open­Chain platform is a public blockchain platform that was developed by
Coinprism. This compiuting environment helps companies to create rubust systems
for experimentation. This platform gives the ability to spin up a new instance of
blockchain within seconds. Better still, there is no miner in the open­chain environ­
ment giving less cost to worry about [89].
• Hyperledger Sawtooth is an enterprise and a blockchain platform focused on cre­
ating distributed ledger applications and networks and comes to you from the Linux
foundation. Experts can use the platform to create, deploy, and execute distributed
ledgers. Hyperledger also makes it easy to enable digital records without the need
for central intermediates and provides numerous opportunities to extend functional­
ity [49].
• Another new kid on the blockchain is EOS this platform is intended for develop­
ing decentralized applications for businesses. Initially, the company behind EOS,
”block.one”. The company has distributed a billion tokens, which can be used in
the platform, to ensure its cryptocurrency is widespread in the market. Now any in­
dividual can use the EOS blockchain platform to create customizable environments
[29].
• Openledger provides development of custom blockchain projects options and ser­
vices to businesses around the world. Openledger focuses on supporting digital
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transformation in businesses. Thanks to its services and the dedicated team of blockchain
professionals, anyone can get started with blockchain. In particular, Openledger has
over 50 expert software development and architecture specialists, helping the com­
pany’s global client base leverage existing blockchain solutions [90].
• Corda is an open­source blockchain platform that offers private and secure transac­
tion experiences for businesses. Notably, Corda does not have an initial coin offering
like many other blockchain platforms; instead, it operates on a permissioned model
and allows businesses to unlock a better privacy level. Corda also offers a granular
level of control over digital records [22].
• Ripple or XRP is a private blockchain platform that focuses on the financial side of
the digital revolution. Ripple offer businesses custom financial solutions and global
payments systems. It also comes with solutions for minimizing liquidity expenses
and sending prompt payments. Over 300 organizations are currently using the plat­
form to create and deploy financial assets [101].
• Since 2013 Ethereum is currently offering developers an open­source distributed
computing platform where they can explore and exploit all the benefits of a dis­
tributed ledger. As a decentralized system, Ethereum utilizes a peer­to­peer ap­
proach. With it, users can access us for any place in the world and can write code
that controls value or asset and expect the code to precisely as it was programmed
[30].
• IBMBlockchain. IBM’s platform is used by many visionary companies worldwide.
The platform is offering a transparent environment for enterprise operations. IBM
is currently leading the new ear into collaboration and innovation in the blockchain
business world. IBM has a unique department with a single objective in developing
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blockchain applications, thus, staying in front of the distributed ledger curve [50].
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3 Chaos and Blockchain
In this section, we are going to discuss relevant literature according to chaos related studies
that have been made for blockchain technology. The studies that have been made on the
topic are very scarce. The listed papers can be categorized into three categories; whether
blockchain is a chaotic system, cryptography, and cryptocurrencies.
3.1 Security
Chaos complexity is something that is discussed by Dos Santos (2017) [27] on which he
studies whether blockchain ecosystem like Bitcoin can be considered a complex system
whether it is a chaotic one. The author forms the Bitcoin ecosystem, by the blockchain
itself, the end­users (buyers and payers), miners, full node maintainers, developers, etc.,
and concludes that the system can be algorithmically be considered as ”complicated’ but
not involved with a low probability of entering chaotic regime. Another study has been
made by Bhardwaj & Das (2020) [15]; in their paper, they use chaos dynamics in order to
approach the network cryptovirology. In order to deal with the problem, the author uses
biological and epidemiological models to approach the subject. Two different controllers
were introduced in order to control the chaos on the blockchain and synchronize it to an
identical stable state system. As a result, due to the of more interaction between malware
viral classes which has antivirus effects in order to counter malware attacks.
Frunzete and Sacaleanu havemade a single contribution for cryptography in the blockchain
(2018) [32]. Just like this paper suggests, and others [107, 57] , quantum computing will
play a significant role in mining and security in the blockchain. In this study, the authors
suggest a chaotic hashing method, so the procedure on which both public and private keys
are generated is dynamic. To do that, the authors introduce chaotic behavior and statistical
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independence by using logistic and tent maps. As we know, blockchain technology is a
dynamic process, but the hash functions that it uses are not. Therefore, the hashing algo­
rithms that are used must follow similar behaviors. As we mentioned above, SHA­256 is
the most commonly used hash function. In this paper, we are going to introduce appliances
of chaos­based hash functions. Chaos­bases hash functions can provide us with a variety
of mechanisms to choose from, in order to successfully a dynamical hashing mechanism
that can be used in the blockchain.
3.2 Cryptocurrencies
Last but not least, chaos­based studies on cryptocurrencies. All the previous literature that
has been discussed is on the security of the blockchain. In this part, wewill discuss themost
popular application of the blockchain, cryptocurrencies. More specifically, the literature
focus on the financial characteristics of which Bitcoin and others follow.
3.2.1 Bitcoin
Firstly, as many studies have shown [40, 13, 93, 112], Bitcoin and other cryptocurrencies
have asset­like behaviors rather than currencies due to the majority of the users in the
market are capital gain seekers instead of functional users. Therefore, most of the analysis
that has been done in the cryptocurrency price market has been done by tools and methods
that are also used in the traditional financial markets [67].
In substance, we are going to study the bibliography that refers to just Bitcoin. Siddiqi
(2014) [109] first introduced us to the chaotic complexity of Bitcoin. The author identifies
two routes of chaos in the Bitcoin market; those routes are derived from the type of users
(capital gain seekers or functional users) and logistic map and logistic­Henon map accord­
ingly, with each user’s presence. With author concludes with the assumption that chaos is
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likely to arise in Bitcoin’s market. Another paper by Lahmiri et al. (2018) [67] in which
they detect chaos, randomness, and multi­fractality in Bitcoin’s price. The authors firstly
divide the Bitcoin’s price and return time series into two periods, the low regime, which is
between 18 July 2010 and 26 February 2013, and high regime from 27 February 2013 to
23 October 2017. Shannon entropy, Lyapunov exponent, and the generalized Hurst expo­
nent are methods that were used by the paper in hand in order for the researchers to study
the chaos contained in Bitcoin. The final results show that prices and returns do exhibit
chaotic dynamics, multi­fractality which observed fat­tailed distributions concluding that
nonlinear dynamical patterns can be observed in the Bitcoin market.
Furtherly, Garbier et al. (2019) [34] in order to investigate the multi­scale correlation
structure of Bitcoin’s price uses parameters such as volatility and Hurst exponent so the
multi­fractal properties can be studied in both prices and returns. The authors suggest
that the scale­base returns of Bitcoin and Ripple correlation increase, consistently, with
scale in non­efficient markets and the ”superchaotic” behavior of cryptocurrencies such
as Bitcoin, Ripple, and Etherium. In another paper by Lahmiri et al. (2019) [66] studies
the multi­fractality of Bitcoin using price and volume high­frequency data with various
sample rates. This paper uses multi­fractal wavelet leaders methodology at 5 mn, 90 mn,
120 mn up to 720 mn daily sampling intervals from both Bitcoin’s prices and volume. The
results suggest the existence of the multi­fractality in all the big data samples. Moreover,
Alves (2020) [6] detects randomness and chaos in Bitcoin prices by using an Econophysics
approach. The author used returns and logarithmic returns of the underlying crypto­asset in
the period between 18 July. 2010 to 06 May 2019. In the period of study, returns presented
random time evolution with the chaos of the cryptocurrency market is largely magnitudes
compared to his traditional stock market counterpart.
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3.2.2 Other cryptocurrencies
Let us now review the literature on applications of chaos theory in different sets of crypto
assets. Firstly, Kristjanpoller and Bouri (2018) [62] suggest strong evidence of long­range
cross­correlations with asymmetric multifractality between leading traditional currencies
and a sample of the most famous cryptocurrencies. The study uses multifractal asymmetric
detrended cross­correlation analysis (MF­ADCCA) to result that Monero and Ripple have
lower multifractal behavior rather than Bitcoin and Litecoin that exhibit more multifrac­
tality.
The dynamical approach has beenmade by Gatabazi et al. (2019) [35]. The paper mod­
els transactions count in 2 and 3­dimensional frameworks by using theMean Absolute Per­
centage Error (MAPE) and Variable­order Fractional Lotka­Volterra model (VFGLVM).
Both patterns produce 2 and 3­dimensional chaotic patterns in the underlying cryptocur­
rencies. The paper succeeds a good overall forecasting accuracy of Bitcoin, reasonable
good with Litecoin, and good with Ripple.
Another research paper by Adjepong and Aligidede (2019) [88] studied the evolving
dynamic characteristics from a wide variety of crypto assets. The authors use LLE esti­
mations on return samples from emerging assets on BRICS, which includes both a variety
of cryptocurrencies and commodities. While commodities have strong evidence against
stochasticity, cryptocurrencies result in complex dynamic behaviors.
A new hybrid­forecasting framework has been developed by Altan et al. (2019) [5]
in order to increase forecasting achievement in the most highly traded cryptocurrencies,
those being: Bitcoin (BTC), Ethereum (ETH), Ripple (XRP), Litecoin (LTC) and EOS. The
authors combine Empirical Wavelet Transform (EWT), Long Short­termMemory (LSTM)
neural network, and CS optimization algorithm in order to produce their model. The model
successfully captures the nonlinear characteristics of the price time series producing, in
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progress, superior performance compared to other proposed models.
3.3 Literature Discussion
As we have seen there is only a small sample of academic literature that discusses chaos
mechanics on blockchain security and a bigger sample on chaos and multy­fractality in the
blochains’s biggest applications, cryprocurrencies. More specifically, we have seen the
majority of the articles that study only Bitcoin , study the prices mostly prior 2018 [67,
34]. But as we can see in [111] the volatility of the Bitcoin price has significant values
post 2017 as well. Therefore, there is an obvious gap of studying chaos and fractals in
the period post 2017 until the present one (October 2020). There is also a significant gap
on the chaos applications in blockchain security; this subject will be discussed in the next
section.
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4 Blockchain with Chaos cryptog­
raphy
As we have seen above, blockchain technology is not a static process; instead, it is a dy­
namic one. The dynamic characteristic of blockchain can be seen in howmining or validat­
ing is taking place. As described in Section 2, each block has a unique hash that is depen­
dent on the previous, and all the information that is contained inside the block is unique,
and time­dependent [28]. Bitcoin’s hash algorithm is called Secure Hash Algorithm 256
(SHA­256), which by many is though impossible to crack. However, as processing power
and especially quantum computing are growing, new methods and approaches have to be
introduced in order to maintain the security on the blockchain [108]. If the hashing al­
gorithm can be reversed engineered, the network’s security will be highly compromised
[12, 58]. Chaos theory can provide us with plenty of mechanisms that can provide us with
hashing algorithms. In this paper, we suggest that chaos mechanisms can provide us the
ability to have dynamic hashing alongside the dynamic characteristics of blockchain.
The way to approach this idea is by adding more complexity and a collection of mech­
anisms to choose from. Our approach focuses on mining because it is both the mechanism
on which the network maintains its integrity and the method on which makes blockchain
acquires the dynamic characteristics. What we suggest in this part of the thesis is for the
miner not only to solve the ”complex cryptographic puzzle” but also solve the way he
solves it from a collection of mechanisms. One advantage of having different mecha­
nisms to choose from is that if a malicious attacker wants to reverse engineer the hashing
algorithm must crack, not a single algorithm but several, which increase the difficulty dra­
matically. A second advantage is that while the available processing power is assenting
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the more complex and challenging the hash algorithms and consensus protocols must be­
come [61, 59]; therefore, our method will help to increase the mining difficulty with the
introduced increased complexity.
4.1 Hash Functions
Before analyzing further chaos­based hash functions, we have to briefly introduce Hash
functions in general. Let us assume we have two different nodes in the network node A
and node B. Node A wants to send a message (or any bit sequence) to node B, but node
B wants a guarantee that not a single bit of the message was changed while it has been
transmitted to him. In order to succeed that, both nodes need a mechanism that produces a
specific length key that is very sensitive to bit changes and extremely resistant to reverse­
engineering the initial input (ex. the message); this is where hash functions come in. There
are two types of hash functions, unkeyed and keyed. The difference between them is on the
input; the keyed requires two inputs, the message and a secret key, whether the unkeyed
only inputs the message in hand. A hash function must obtain the properties that follow
[103]:
• Compression: arbitrary finite length of bits with a fixed bit output, most used cases
128­bit and 256­bit.
• Preimage resistance: Computationally infeasible to find the given input n from the
hash output y, given f(n) = y.
• 2nd Preimage resistance: Computationally infeasible to find an input that produces
the same hash, meaning finding an n′ that satisfies f(n) = f(n′).
• Collision resistance: Computationally infeasible to find two different inputs that
produce the same hash, meaning finding n, n′ that satisfies f(n) = f(n′).
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If the above properties are satisfied then we have a functional Hash function.
4.2 Chaos Based Hash Functions
There is plenty of literature and examples of chaos­based hash functions. In this part, we
are going to present some methodologies, and we are going to discuss the approach we
applied in the experiment. The most basic and straightforward approach is firstly made by
[79] which uses a Logistic map in the form of f(n) = 1− µ ∗ n2 . The steps on which the
author use are as follows: Convert the giving input message to the corresponding ASCII
numbers before mapping them tho an array of µi = 1.746 + 0.001 ∗Asc(xi) and input the
µi value in the initial Logistic map and iterate 32 times to get a 32 item sequence. This
sequence is now a 4 ∗ 32 = 128− bit sequence, and by XORing this binary sequence, we
can have the final 128­bit hash. This basic methodology is the foundation on which many
other chaos­based hash functions use.
We collectedmost of the relevant literature and presented it in Table 1. As it is presented
in Table 1, there is a vast collection of chaos mechanisms to choose from. In our current
study, we are motivated to test the application of only a single simple chaos­based hash
function in our Proof­of­Work algorithm. More specifically, we are going to apply the

























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































CHA­1 is base on a Logistic Map; this Map is one of the simplest, sensitive, and fastest
chaos mechanisms. This Chaotic process can be seen by the following equation [81].
Xn = r(1−Xn−1)Xn−1; r ∈ [0, 4], Xn ∈ (0, 1), n ∈ ν (1)
Where Xn is a real number between 0 and 1 and produces another real number Xn+1
which again takes values between 0 and 1, the value of r is our initial value which with
numbers in the range [3.57, 4] produces chaos, meaning that any minor change in r will
have a totally different outcome as can be seen in Figure 5.
Figure 6: Logistic Map Bifurcation diagram [1]
The CHA­1 algorithm consists mainly of the following parts; theX0 function, R func­
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Figure 7: CHA­1 overview [81]
tion, the Logistic map with parameters fromX0 &R, and a second Logistic map that inputs
the message and outputs the final hash. More in detail:
• X0 function Takes as an input the initial messages and produces valuesX0 that will
be used in the logistic map. The message is separated into five 160­bit blocks and
XORed with other 160­bit blocks as seen below in Figure 6, and the final result will
be converted to a real value in the range of [0.33, 0.59] so then this will be the initial
value of the Logistic Map
• R function Similarly, with step one, this value take a 160­bit input from themessages
and produces a value that will be used in the logistic map ar the initial parameter r.
The message is separated into five 160­bit blocks and XORed with other 160­bit
blocks as seen below in Figure 7 and the final result will be converted to a real value
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Figure 8: X0 function [81]
Figure 9: R function [81]
in the range of [0, 1] so then this will be the initial value r of the Logistic Map
• The final step is to take the repeatedly original 64­bits from the input message and
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to use them as incremental values of the r until the full length of the message. At
hand, we will have a 64­bit value, which if we convert into hexadecimal, we have
our hash value.
4.4 Proof of Work using CHA­1
As we have mentioned above, we are going to include to apply the CHA­1 algorithm to a
mining algorithm. More specifically, we are going to apply this methodology in our Proof
ofWork algorithm, which Bitcoin uses. It is worth mentioning that in order to have a 40­bit
hexadecimal hash string that can be produced by CHA­1 with a block size of 160­bits and
a maximum input of 280 bits. For simplicity reasons, we delete 32­bits so we can have a
32­bit hexadecimal hash string.
The algorithm consists of four different main parts. The first one contains the different
hash functions that will be used in the mining algorithm. The second step is to have the ini­
tial block information; in our case, we include the previews mined block hash, a collection
of Merkle tree hash data (transactions), and last but not least, the target. The third step is a
simple random selection of hash functions that are included in the iterations of the mining
loop and, lastly, the step of the actual mining loop. The hash functions that we use are the
CHA­1 and the MD5, which both produce 32­bit hexadecimal hashes. The algorithm can
be seen in more detail in Algorithm 1.
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Algorithm 1: Proof of Work with CHA­1 and MD5
Data: prev_hash, blockData, target
Result: Hash of the mined block
1 begin
2 block_data_hexadecimal_value = int(blockData, 16);
3 solution_found = False;
4 nonce = 0;
5 while solution_found = False do
6 hash_f ← random(MD5, CHA− 1);
7 hash_1← hash_f(block_data_with_nonce);
8 hash_2← hash_f(hash_1 + prev_hash);
9 if hash_2 < target then
10 solution_found = True;
11 end
12 if solution_found then
13 break;
14 else




Our algorithm is run and developed in Python 3 interface and its available on the fol­
lowing Github repository . If for example we use the following inputs
p r ev_ha sh = ’03 ba3edfc7a7b12b27ac58c3e67768f6 ’
b lockDa t a = \
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’01000000000000000000000000000000 ’ \
’03 ba3edfd7a7b12b27ac72c3e67768f6 ’ \
’49 f f f f001d1dac2b7c01010000000100 ’ \
’00000000000000000000000 f f f f f f f f 4 ’ \
’332 f4a616e2f32303039204368616e63 ’ \
’636 f6e64206261696c6f757420666f72 ’ \
’34104678 afdb0fe5548271967f1a6713 ’ \
’ f 6bc3 f4ce f38c4 f35504e51ec112de5c ’ \
. encode ( )
t a r g e t = ’1FFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFF ’
our algorithm will illiterate 60 times (nonce of 60) and it will produce the hash ’10de6b
6dec02547b86d0197305198aee’ via using CHA­1 algorithm. It is worth mentioning that
the result is based on the impeded random process that every iteration requires. So each
mining may produce a totally different result with a distinct nonce. However, despite the
methodology is based on random selection, the mining time is not. This is very crucial in
PoW algorithms due to the volatile supply of computing power. We can observe that bu
simply increasing the difficulty bu changing the target to ’0000FFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFF
FFFFFFFFFFF’; with such a target in order to mine the block we needed to illiterate
24524 (nonce of 24524) and it will produce the hash ’0000c9a52452dd37b2fbd5c6483ec3e9’
via using MD5 algorithm. The results suggest that we successfully added complexity in
the mining process and developed a baseline on which future research can be based on.
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4.5 Acknowledgements
Creating a hash function requires excellent bit manipulation techniques, which C and C++
provides. The authors of that CHA­1 algorithm [81] have developed and tested themethod­
ology in C environment. Converting code from language to language, especially if the
transferred platform is in a higher level, will create problems, and the final result will not
be as if the same quality. Also, chaos­based hash algorithms are not yet commercially used,
and they provide us only with proof of concepts such us our methodology. And lastly, as
Kocarev, L., & Lian, S. (Eds.). (2011) [55] have mentioned, hash functions based on the
Logistic map have security issues and collision issues. Therefore other more complex and
suitable chaos­based methodologies must be tested in the C environment in order to fa­
therly exploit our project.
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5 Chaotic Patterns in Cryptocurrency
market
The ambition of this section is to discover whether the prices of Bitcoin and other successful
cryptocurrencies have embedded chaos behavior. This will be done by gathering the price
data and then exploring their correlation and embedding dimensions. The provided results
would be an extent of relevant literature [67, 34] and they can help on understanding the
mechanisms that are included on crypto asset prices.
5.1 Methodology
5.1.1 Time­delayed mutual information
In order to exploit the research, the finding of proper time lag is necessary [4]. For that,
there are two main methodologies. The first is to study the autocorrelation function and
the other for the mutual information. For this research, mutual information will be mainly
used. Having in hand two distributions, having the amount of the information or differential
information decreased for one of the distributions by just knowing the other distribution
is what as known as mutual information (MI) of the two distributions [105, 23]. The joint
probability between distribution and a variable at time t is denoted, and it is measured
at time t − δt by p(xt, xt−δt) with marginal distributions being p(xt) and p(xt−δt). The








In the point of δt = 0 the TDMI has its maximum and it quails the time series entropy. In
order to find the the best time­lag we have to observe the correct time­lag that produces
the first local minimum of this equation.
5.1.2 Reconstruction of equivalent phase pace
There is a very powerful theorem proven by florists Taken (1981) [113] that shows practi­
cally that the reconstruction of a shadow version of the original manifold can be done by
looking at one of its time­series projections. While the Delay embedding theorems are un­
complicated to state for discrete­time dynamical systems, the state space of the dynamical
system in hand is a ν− dimensional manifoldM , and a smooth map gives the dynamics of
the system
f : M →M (3)
If we assume that a strange attractor A is embedded in the dynamics f with box count­
ing dimension dA. By using Whitney embedding theorem [84], A can be embedded in a
k−dimensional Euclidean space with
k > 2dA. (4)
That is, there is existence of a diffeomorphism ϕ that maps A into Rk such that the deriva­
tive of ϕ is at full rank. This theorem uses an observation function to construct the em­
bedding function. An observation function α must be twice­differentiable and associate a
real number to any point of the attractor A. It must also be typical, so its derivative is of
full rank and has no special symmetries in its components. The delay embedding theorem
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states that the function is an embedding of the strange attractor A [113].
ϕT (x) =
(





Let us discuss an example for simplicity reasons. Consider the three­time series as
shown in Figure 9; these are all copies of each other they are all copies of variable legs.
each is displaced by an amount τ , so the top one is unlocked, the second one is lagged by
Figure 10: Time­series variable legs at lags τ + 1, τ + 2 [65]
τ + 1, and the third one at the bottom is lagged by to τ + 2. Taken’s theorem then says
that we should be able to use these three­time series as new three or two­dimensional co­
ordinates and reconstruct a shadow version of the original butterfly manifold. So let us see
how this works in Figure 10. This is the reconstructed manifold produced from a single
variable’s legs and does look fairly similar to the Lorenz butterfly attractor. Each point in
the three­dimensional reconstruction can be thought of as a time segment with different
points capturing different segments of variable X , and the reconstructed manifold is then
the library or collection of the historical leg behavior. The reconstruction preserves essen­
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Figure 11: Time­series variable legs at lags τ + 1, τ + 2 [65]
tial mathematical properties of the original system, such as the topology of the manifold
and its Lyapunov exponents, which we will describe below. More importantly, this method
represents a one­to­one mapping between the original manifold butterfly attractor and the
reconstruction allowing us to recover states of the original dynamic system by using legs
of just a single time series.
5.1.3 Determination of Fractal Dimension
Grasberger and Procaccia proposed A homonymous calculation method for chaotic sys­
tems correlations, and minimum embedding dimensions was being introduced by Grass­
berger, P. & Procaccia, I. (1983) [42]. Dynamic mapping of a measured series is being
performed by this theorem to a topologically equivalent state space, which retains the same
underlying dynamics. This is done by calculating the correlation integralsC(2, ℓ), that can
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where N is the sum of points that are reconstructed in the attractor, ℓ is hyper­sphere ra­
dius in phase hyper–space for embedding dimensions m series, and Θ is the Heaviside
function. So the correlation integrals are been calculated by the Equation (5) for each indi­
vidual embedding dimension. Practilly, what this theorem show us whether the correlation
dimension is an integer.If that is true then the system is in a periodic mode, while in the
other hand a non­integer number will advise us for a system that operating in a chaotic
mode [42].
5.1.4 Lyapunov exponents
A fundamental property of chaos is the sensitivity dependence on initial conditions. It
comes from the spreading action of the dynamics, the downhill directions on that dynami­
cal landscape that are described by those unstable manifolds, and that spreading is param­
eterized by the Lyapunov extent [120]. If we linearize a nonlinear system, we will get the
eigenvectors and eigenvectors. These eigenvalues and eigenvectors give an excellent local
picture of the landscape of the series. Nevertheless, a bit more work is needed if we want a
good global picture. Lyapunov exponent use a simple algorithm for finding the stable and
unstable manifolds that give us the global picture. Just like there is an eigenvalue asso­
ciated with each eigenvector, there is a Lyapunov exponent associated with each unstable
manifold or stable manifold, and growth along those manifolds goes as e to the Lyapunov
exponent times time.
Now, just like eigenvectors, there are as many stable and unstable manifolds and as
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many Lyapunov exponents as there are state base dimensions the notation that we will
use for the option of exponents. When Lyapunov’s λ values are negative, the dynamics is
shrinking the fabric of the state space in all directions and all trajectories and converge to
a fixed point. If all of the Lyapunov exponents are positive, the dynamics is stretching that
fabric in all directions, and trajectories from all initial conditions will diverge to infinity. To
get an attractor shrinking has to win overall in the long term kind of in the aggregate of all
the dimensions, which means that the sum Lyapunov exponents have to be negative, thus
resulting in a hyper­chaotic system. To get a chaotic attractor, we have to have some growth
to keep the attractor from collapsing down to a fixed point; therefore, chaotic systems have
at least one positive Lyapunov exponent. The long term Lyapunov exponents are generally
defined as long term averages with t goes to infinity in their definitions, and that means
that they are properties of attractors and that they hold for any initial condition in the phase
of that attractor [120].
5.1.5 Data
The data that were collected are in the form of time­series. Daily price is the observed
variable of the following crypto assets: Bitcoin (BTC), Ether (ETH), Dash, IOTA, Lite­
coin (LTC), Monero (MON), and Ripple (XRP). These platforms support different tech­
nologies, of which some were analyzed in parts 2.2 and 2.3. It is worth mentioning that the
cryptocurrency market is operational around the clock; thus, we only use one daily price,
and weekends are included. The data set were derived from CoinMarketCap [21]. As the
reviewed research showed, the time frame of which authors have done past research only
include periods until the Bitcoins price apex at the end of 2017 [67, 34]. Therefore, our
research will be focused on the periods after 2017; more in detail, the period between 8 Dec
2017 and 23 Sep 2020 will be used. In Figures 11 & 12, the raw price data are presented.
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Figure 12: Bitcoin Price Plot
5.2 Empirical Results
I this part, we will discuss the results from the chaotic analysis on the selection of cryp­
tocurrencies; for this research, R platform has been used. R provides various tools and
packages for statistical computing analysis, such as the package ”fractal” of which is used
for deterministic chaotic and stochastic fractal time­series analytics.
The empirical process begins by examining the proper time lags of the time series. As
have been mentioned before, we aim to find a local minimum in the mutual information.
All the observed mutual information of the crypto assets have no local minimum, as can
be seen in Bitcoins’ which is being presented in Figure 14 in Appendix A.1. The rest of
the selected group is following similar patterns. This can be expected in empirical data
as it was explained by [115]. The authors of this methodology suggest implementing a
solution by a simple check for whether this is the case, embedding individual dimensions
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Figure 13: Ether (ETH), Dash, IOTA, Litecoin (LTC), Monero (MON), and Ripple (XRP)
Price Plot
using different time delays for each dimension of the data. This is what also our study has
done.
The observed results from the ”fractal” package in R and the command ”corrDim”
provide us with four graphs. The first graph presents the time series plot of the given
crypto asset. The second present the phase pace graph, which is the attractor from the
methodology of [113] that have been discussed previously. Then the third and the fourth
graphs are the chaotic systems correlations and the embedding dimensions accordingly.
The goal is to observe a growth of the fractal dimensions (which are equal to the correlation
dimension) and then detect a saturation point on which onward the trend is stabilized.
The saturation point provides the correlation dimension, and the next integer shows the
embedding dimension. This can be seen in the example of the Lorentz System, as seen in
Figure 13.
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Figure 14: Lorentz System Chaotic Embedding Dimension
All results from the data­set are being presented in Appendix A. The findings suggest
that there is low dimensional chaos in Bitcoin, Ether, Litecoin, and Ripple. Comprehen­
sively, as seen in Figure 15 in Appendix A.2, we detect chaotic behavior with 2.18 fractal
dimension and three embedding dimensions for Bitcoin. As many studies have shown [93,
106, 44] Bitcoin is the driving force of the crypto market, meaning it has a strong influ­
ence on the volatility and overall price performance of the other crypto assets. Thus, it is
expected that the chaotic behavior of Bitcoin will also be partially transferred in other of­
ferings. The provided findings confirm this case. More in detail, Ether price have chaotic
characteristics with a 2.098 correlation dimension and three embedding dimensions. Lite­
coin has 2.635 fractal dimensions and similarly three embedding dimensions; Ripple also
monitors 2.555 correlation dimension and five embedding dimensions. Whereas exami­
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nations of IOTA, DASH, and Monero suggest, there is not observed chaos, as seen in Ap­
pendix A.2. Finally, the Lyapunov exponents provide further evidence of hyper­chaotic
patterns in the price of Bitcoin, as shown in Figure 22 n Appendix A.2 with λ1 and λ2
taking positive values and λ1 zero; Ether, Litecoin, and Ripple produce similar findings.
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6 Conclusions
In this master thesis, the subject of blockchain technology and chaos theory was being
discussed. The blockchain process and mining algorithms such as Proof­of­Work was ex­
tensively analyzed. The first exploitation of chaos theory in the blockchain was done by
applying chaos­based cryptographic hash function (CHA­1) in a mining algorithm. The re­
sults of the experiment suggest we have increased complexity in the mining process, thus,
increasing the computing power needed for mining. Findings also provide a good base on
which the idea of dynamic security in the blockchain can further be developed.
The research then focuses on the most popular application of blockchain, cryptocurren­
cies. A dataset of seven popular crypto assets’ prices was being collected after the period
of 2017. Bitcoin (BTC), Ether (ETH), Dash, IOTA, Litecoin (LTC), Monero (MON), and
Ripple (XRP) was the selection in the period between 8 Dec 2017 and 23 Sep 2020. The af­
termath of the chaotic analysis suggests that indeed the prices of Bitcoin, Ether, Litecoin,
and Ripple follow low­dimensional hyper­chaotic behaviors. With three embedding di­
mensions for all currencies with the exception of Ripple with five embedding dimensions.
This finding can help future research on price mechanisms and forecasts. All this findings
provide with a good inside of the dynamics accompanying behind the irregular fluctuations
of the crypto assets. Such findings help future research , and contribute in understanding
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Figure 15: Bitcoin Mutual Information
A.2 Correlation Dimensions
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Figure 16: Bitcoin Price Plot, Phase Graph, Correlation Curves, and Correlation Dimen­
sion time­lag=8
Figure 17: Ether Price Plot, Phase Graph, Correlation Curves, and Correlation Dimension
time­lag=9
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Figure 18: Dash Price Plot, Phase Graph, Correlation Curves, and Correlation Dimension
time­lag=10
Figure 19: IOTA Price Plot, Phase Graph, Correlation Curves, and Correlation Dimension
time­lag=10
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Figure 20: Litecoin Price Plot, Phase Graph, Correlation Curves, and Correlation Dimen­
sion time­lag=8
Figure 21: Monero Price Plot, Phase Graph, Correlation Curves, and Correlation Dimen­
sion time­lag=8
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Figure 22: Ripple Price Plot, Phase Graph, Correlation Curves, and Correlation Dimension
time­lag=8
Figure 23: Bitcoin Lyapunov exponents
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